The article analyses the history of Nationaities Policy in USSR on its refraction to the private life of citizens, in the area of marital relations and ethnic self-identity of descendants. There are some graphical models of correlations between Nationalities Policy and mating behavior of Soviet citizens. The author's theory of Implicit Generalized Cultural Script also set out in the paper. The author uses this theory as explanatory model of some social, demographic, cultural and political processes.
representations that influence how a person sees the world.
Private scenarios form the basic structure of culture -an implicit generalized cultural scenario (hereinafter referred to as IGCS) (Lourie, 2017) . It generates the entire spectrum of possible interactions in a given culture, includes all the possible models of perception and action in a particular culture. IGCS is like a skeleton of culture with its spine with vertebrae in the form of modal structures of perception and action and branches of all permissible variations of action in this culture. IGCS is specific for each culture.
Since infancy we have become part of cultural scenarios based on systems that are significant in intentional culture (Cole, 1996: 208) . They determine the significant systems Empire, and they were offered to redeem their guilt by unselfishly helping other peoples, without expecting any gratitude from them.
The "localization policy" helped many small-numbered peoples of the USSR to rise, but on the whole it had a negative impact on the national policy of the country, disunited the country. There was no cultural scenario for the peoples living together. Perhaps, a situation in the 1920's contributed to a certain number of interethnic marriages between those who united on a class basis, but it did not become a noticeable phenomenon. (Lourie, 1994) . Each of the cultures of the peoples of the USSR had to break the common scenario in its own way and interact as part of a single culture that generates common or mutually consistent patterns of behaviour.
It seems that such a common existential experience was the ominous Great Patriotic War, and a victory in it was an energetic positive impetus for the formation of a new Soviet scenario. In the development of the emerging ideology the war is no longer proclaimed class, but Patriotic, peoples.
An accent in propaganda is made on Russian history and Russian heroes. The Church begins to be supported. It is assumed that other peoples should help the Russians. Russian patriotism and Soviet patriotism merge into each other. Although it is not uncommon for non-Russian soldiers to refuse to fight because it is a Russian war that does not concern them, the majority perceives the war as their own and expresses solidarity with the Russians. There is a sense of combat unity, from which "us" is born (for the first time!).
It was this experience that gave grounds for the formation of a common scenario of interethnic relations, which later Soviet ideologists called "fraternity of peoples". Former soldiers and officers brought their wives from different places in Ukraine, Byelorussia and other territories set free from the Nazi invaders, from Karelia, Leningrad, Volgograd, Voronezh, etc." (Sabieva, 1974: 83) . "In the postwar years, interethnic families turned into a mass phenomenon" (Susokolov, 1987) . A rapid increase in interethnic marriages after the war evidenced that a grassroots ethno-integrated scenario was actively developing in the USSR.
In the post-war years, I.V. Stalin continues to support the "Russian", does not totally cancel the Church's indulgence, although is disappointed in the possibility of its political use. However, the "Russian" begins to be understood as the extraethnic, the Russian people is understood as a people-cement bonding the Union.
In the first years of his government, N.S. Khrushchev speaks of the coming fusion of the Soviet nations into one. But then he changes the program only declaring "the rapprochement of the socialist nations with the simultaneous prosperity of each." Now it is assumed that under communism, nations will continue to exist for a long time, and their fusion is a long process. The term "fraternity of peoples" emerges in the mid-1950's. The appeal to the Russian comes to an end, the "Russian" begins to be persecuted again and the persecution of the Church is resumed.
But the role of the Russian language in the state is increasing; its use in national schools is increasing.
The "fraternity of peoples" ideologeme post factum determined the phenomenon of interaction between the peoples of the USSR in the Great Patriotic War. It also assumed the mutual assistance of the peoples of the USSR, was not so obviously centred on Russian culture and history, although it was the Russian people who, according to it, were the first to provide assistance and support to other peoples. But the main point is that the "word" was said. On the basis of commonality of the experience of the military brotherhood, the grassroots scenario "fraternity of peoples" began to take shape.
At that time migration to large construction projects and industrial facilities was perceived as a manifestation of the "fraternity of peoples", period, or by 7 %" (Susokolov, 1987) . In the Moldova, the number were much larger: about a quarter of all marriages and more.
Since the "fraternity of peoples" scenario was the basis of interethnic marriages in the USSR, we will pay special attention to it. The interethnic unity resulting from the Soviet scenario was not so much an ideal as a skill, a model of behaviour. The one who participates in the scenario of "fraternity of peoples" is a "Soviet man". At the same time, a "Soviet man" is also a meaningful ideologeme. The image of the "Soviet man" is assimilated by the "fraternity of peoples" scenario and gives the latter an inner meaning, makes the whole "game" perfectly meaningful, unfolding in many other scenarios, such as "Ahead of the curve", "We were born to make a fairy tale happen." The concepts of "Soviet man"
and "fraternity of peoples" were not necessarily ideologized, as our 1999 interviews showed.
Then our respondents more often defined the "Soviet man" as a "good man", a "decent man", a "tactful man", a "hard-working man", a "man who is grateful for small favours", but not at all as a "builder of communism". The "Soviet man"
is the one who is ready to be content with a bowl of soup for the sake of making his rocket fly into space. This is really the "creativity of the masses" seemingly deprived of all internal and external support, robbed, humiliated people who wanted not only to survive in the "totalitarian state", but to launch the first satellite, to become the strongest.
What is the role of Russians in the "fraternity of peoples" scenario? This scenario is one of the forms of expression of the Russian imperial complex, including in its grassroots.
The objective of Russians in the cultural scenario "fraternity of peoples" is central, it was they who put the ideological meaning in the scenario and connected two scenarios ("fraternity of peoples"
and "ahead of the curve") through their national culture.
The cultural etalon of the "fraternity of peoples" was not the Russian ethnic culture, but the Russian imperial, state culture, as it was in the Soviet era, based on the idea of primacy in achievements and, in many respects, on an end in itself ("there will be apple blossoms on in the republic will be" (Susokolov, 1987) .
Iu.V. Arutiunian and Iu.V. Bromley have a similar conclusion: "The Russian population is becoming more active in interethnic marriages... An increase or, conversely, a decrease in the share of the Russian population in the republics leads to a corresponding change in the share of interethnic families" (Arutiunian, Bromley, 1986: 155) . Naturally, the number of interethnic marriages is quite large here... The Virgin Lands Campaign, in which the whole country participated, led to the creation of state farms with a multinational composition and to a large number of interethnic families" (Sochinskaia, 1983: 5-6) . This is what we read in the propaganda literature. But the data of Soviet scientific publications agree with this. the Turkmen SSR, the Turkmen-Russian families account for 11 % of the total number of interethnic families, while the Turkmen-Uzbek families account for 8 %. In the Tajik SSR, the number of Tajik-Uzbek families is 2.5 times bigger than the number of Tajik-Russian families" (Gantskaia, Terent'eva, 1975: 465) .
What is interesting is that in the RSFSR, In Tbilisi, for example, former Georgian rural residents rarely entered into interethnic marriages, whereas in Tallinn, on the contraryrural migrants-Estonians, willingly and much more often than the Estonians-citizens, entered into marriages with Russians (Susokolov, 1987) . These authors also report that in Uzbekistan, interethnic marriages happen more often among the intelligentsia as well, and especially often among teachers (Gantskaia, Terent'eva, 1975: 473) . In Moldova, "the share of specialists entering into interethnic marriages is about the same as among those entering into same nation marriages" (Susokolov, 1987) . However, "among Estonians and Georgians, the working class was more inclined to interethnic marriages, and to a lesser extent -specialists... A similar regularity is observed among Estonians of Tallinn" (Susokolov, 1987) . with Ukrainian-Belarusian marriages in Minsk and Leningrad" (Drobizheva, 1981: 221) .
Now let us consider the Soviet ideologeme,
as it was expressed in the reflection on interethnic marriages. First of all, from the point of view of Soviet researchers, it testifies to the rapprochement of the USSR peoples, i.e.
assimilation. Since the 1960s Soviet ideologists
did not speak about the merging of all Soviet nations into one, but the idea that these nations were assimilating to each other, becoming closer, was central. V.I. Kozlov was sure that "the very appearance and increasing frequency of such marriages attested to the beginning of rapprochement between the nations" (Kozlov, 1982: 262) . According to A.A. Susokolov, "the growth of interethnic marriages is both an indicator and a factor in the development of the ethnic assimilation and consolidation processes" (Susokolov, 1987) .
But who assimilated to whom or to what?
The fact that this was assimilation to the Russians This idea was also supported by N.P. Skachkova:
"Members of an interethnic family in everyday practice unite the best features of both nations and directly or indirectly contribute to fostering the features of multinational all-Soviet ideas" (Skachkova, 1977: 13) . Interethnic families were also seen as "one of the ways of forming a new historical community -the Soviet people" (Sochinskaia, 1983: 10) .
But more often the researchers simply mentioned the rapprochement of the peoples:
"The role of the family is most obvious in such ethnic processes as assimilation and integration, where interethnic marriages are the most important leverage" (Sobolenko, 1980: 257) .
V.I. Kozlov emphasises interpenetrating cultures:
"The assimilation processes widely developed in our multinational country are largely conditioned by the spread of international marriages between representatives of already formed peoples who have a fairly clear national identity" (Kozlov, 1982: 263) .
However, heterogeneous marriages "often ...
unite people who have already been assimilated both culturally and linguistically", and therefore it is impossible to exaggerate their significance in the matter of assimilation (Achylova, 1987: 151) . In many respects, interethnic marriages themselves are the result of assimilative processes in the society: "There is compatibility of behavioural norms, the possibility of mutual understanding for people of different nationalities, even in such a sphere of communication as the family, which contributes to the nationally mixed marriages and creation of interethnic families" (Arutiunian, Bromlei, 1986: 152) .
As regards the state aspect, in interethnic speaks for a certain blurriness, duality of ethnic self-awareness" (Susokolov, 1987) . The ethnic self-identification of "children in such families becomes very challenging" (Kozlov, 1982: 263) . However, most often descendants of mixed marriages choose the indigenous nationality of the republic where they live: "The preference of the dominant nationality while getting a passport is natural for children from mixed marriages, which enhances the ethnic homogeneity of the republic's population... As a result, the number of indigenous nationalities in all the union and most autonomous republics increases instead of decreasing thanks to these interethnic marriages" (Susokolov, 1987) . environment, learns the Russian culture from childhood, and it is not easy for this child to define their nationality" (Kozlov, 1982: 264) .
As reported by L.T. Terent'eva, "a noticeable, however, small part of the youth often has an idea of their belonging to some third nationality, which is neither the father's nationality nor the mother's, but which is the same as the ethnic majority in the place where the family lives" So, it is indubitable that the USSR policy was targeted at assimilation, one instrument of which was interethnic marriages of the USSR peoples.
Above I described the "fraternity of peoples" as its mechanism, and, in particular, the behavioural models of this scenario. It is more difficult to answer the question of its value dominants.
What values were spread through the model of the interethnic marriage, which was a part of the without much effort frees both spouses from the dogmas of faith and everyday religious forms, often mistaken for the nationally special (Sochinskaia, 1983: 11-12) . That is why the (Drobizheva, 1981: 190) .
The share is less, but not significantly little. Another problem stemming from the rejection of traditions is the relatively high divorce rate in interethnic marriages. However, the discussion of this problem has been ideologized, and therefore, even scientific literature has had typical statements that "the probability of dissolution of interethnic marriages does not exceed the level that is characteristic of homogenous (noninterethnic) marriages, and is even below it, perhaps" (Achylova, 1968: 14) . There is also the assertion that "interethnic marriages more rarely end up in divorce than same-nation marriages, and this trend persists throughout the entire 50-year studied period" (Neprimerova, 1979: 13) . This is explained, on the one hand, by the great mutual willingness to make concessions, the search for ways of compatibility and, on the other hand, the fact that the spouses treat interethnic marriages more thoughtfully, weigh up all the pros and cons" (Sochinskaia, 1983: 21-22 ).
However, a competent scientific study of the problems of interethnic marriage by A. A. (Susokolov, 1987) . Analysing the statistical data, he comes to the conclusion that they "prove just the opposite assertion -about less stability of interethnic families" (Susokolov, 1987 After all, he writes, "only to some extent free from kinship care people get married to someone of another nationality, and these people do not have a large and close-knit family" (Susokolov, 1987) .
And first and foremost, it is the Russians who have broken with family traditions: "The high proportion of Russians in interethnic marriages is due to the weakening of 'intraethnic' family ties... Among them, there is a significant share of migrants from different regions of the country, people with weakened kinship ties" (Susokolov, 1987) . Furthermore, V.I. Kozlov mentions the weakening of the relative ties of those who get married to someone of another nationality:
"The autonomization of married couples, the weakening of their ties with relatives, including the older generation (more conservative in terms of choosing a marriage partner), was no less important for the spread of such marriages in the cities" (Kozlov, 1982: 268) . However, the percentage of such cases is very small (Achylova, 1968: 12 (Susokolov, 1987) . The researcher points out that "the materials of ethnosociological surveys have shown that divorce in an interethnic family is often the result of the fact that both the spouses and their relatives usually consider only such behaviour correct which seems familiar to them, being picky about unfamiliar customs and norms of communication (Susokolov, 1987) . Inside this class interethnic marriages were the norm, as these were the marriages between already "Soviet" people. Since the representatives of the Slavic peoples were prevalent among migrant colonists, the percentage of inter-Slavic marriages was growing, reaching the theoretical probability there and then. In this environment inter-ethnic marriages also occurred with varying shares.
Such was the process of assimilation in the USSR, the formation of the "Soviet population"
consisting of "Soviet nations", therefore not homogeneous, but due to be brought together by a common but "reduced" culture based on the shared experience of breaking old traditionswhich was actively promoted by interethnic marriages, based on new replica -"Soviet traditions" (Fig. 2) .
Thus, the behavioural scenario "fraternity of peoples" at the micro-level determined the interaction of spouses within an interethnic family where they acted as representatives of different peoples. And at the macro-level, this scenario placed the family into the common and coherent Soviet model, making it an element of the state functioning -the Soviet empire with its ideology created by Soviet theoreticians and the behavioural scenario generated by the people's creativity.
